To establish a calibration method of optical performance in fluorescence microscopy, we fabricated a fluorescent nanometer-scale marker by combining a dry dye method for polymer film and fine lithography. The marker has a 50 nm line-and-space fluorescent pattern, finer than the optical diffraction limit. A spin-coated poly͑methyl methacrylate͒ thin film on a silicon wafer was densely doped with Rhodamine 6G using a simple vacuum process, named the vapor-transportation method, and then the pattern was formed on the film using electron-beam lithography. The figure accuracy of the fabricated marker was calibrated by electron microscopes. Using this marker, one can quantitatively evaluate the optical properties; i.e., the contrast-transfer function, the point-spread function, magnification, and so on. To show practical use of the marker, we demonstrated the evaluation of a fluorescent microscope system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since optical microscopy allows us to directly visualize plain images without damage, it has always been an indispensable measurement tool for biomedicine. 1 Recently, biologists have come to prefer fluorescence microscopes because they enable one to observe living cells with very high sensitivity, sufficient enough to detect a single molecule. 2 Furthermore, three-dimensional images can be obtained owing to the rapid progress in computer imaging and laser technology. Fluorescence microscopy is presently widely used in life science and biotechnology, such as DNA sequencing, clinical diagnostics, and three-dimensional analyses of living cells. 3, 4 To analyze images of samples obtained by microscopes, calibrating the optical performance of the microscope is very important from a quantitative point of view. To measure the spatial size of samples accurately, the optical performance, for example, the spatial resolution and magnification, must be calibrated. Furthermore, the quality of the image can be evaluated by the modulation-transfer function ͑MTF͒ or the contrast transfer function ͑CTF͒. [5] [6] [7] Concerning widely used bright-field microscopes, their optical performances are precisely calibrated by a standard scale marker. The described calibration method is a well-established one and is very conventional. Typically, this involves metal-coated twodimensional line-and-space transmission patterns on a slide with various widths. [8] [9] [10] [11] By observing this pattern, we can precisely confirm the image performance of microscopes, i.e., MTF, CTF, point-spread function ͑PSF͒, two-point resolution ͑Rayleigh criterion͒, magnification, and so on. Thus, the standard scale marker is indispensable for quality assurance of the images.
In contrast, there has not been any precisely calibrated scale marker for a fluorescence microscopy throughout the 400-year history of optical microscopy, because a pattering technique of fluorescent materials has not been established with nanometer figure accuracy. Thus, one cannot use the conventional calibration method for fluorescence microscopy. Under this circumstance, biologists have been unwillingly examining image properties using fluorescent microspheres containing dye molecules, instead of using a scale marker. However, the precise magnification and the real resolution cannot be calibrated in this way because of two reasons. The first is that fluorescent microspheres are not uniformly made in size, because they are polymer products ͑such as latex͒. For example, commercial 180-nm-diam fluorescent beads typically have a 10% distribution in size ͑peak to valley 12 ͒, which corresponds to an error of 20 nm. Thus, the absolute magnification and PSF in a fluorescent microscope cannot be calibrated by measuring the image of a fluorescent microsphere. The second reason is more fundamental. According to the Rayleigh criterion, 13 the resolution of an optical microscope must be evaluated by the ability to resolve two neighboring individual point sources. Thus, the image size of a single object, such as a fluorescent microsphere, does not correspond to the real resolution. This is why the standard scale marker for a bright-field microscope consists of regulated lines and spaces. On the other hand, fluorescent microspheres are simply scattered on a glass plate, and the distance between two neighboring microspheres becomes random. It is obviously not suitable for a scale marker. Of course, the described transfer functions cannot be measured by a fluorescent micro-sphere. Furthermore, in recent years, novel super-resolution fluorescence microscopy has been developed, and the necessary spatial resolution for overcoming the optical diffraction limit should be quantitatively examined. [14] [15] [16] Nevertheless, fluorescent microspheres have still been used to evaluate whether "super"-resolution has been achieved or not, and therefore the resolution achievement becomes unclear. 17 Thus, a standard scale marker for fluorescence microscopy is strongly desired as well as bright-field microscopy.
In order to calibrate the image properties of fluorescence microscopy, we fabricated a fluorescent nanometer scale marker based on a dry dye technique, named the vapor transportation method, for polymer and ultrafine lithography. A spin-coated poly͑methyl methacrylate͒ ͑PMMA͒ thin film on a silicon wafer was densely doped with Rhodamine 6G ͑ethyl-2͑6-ethylamino-3-ethylimino-2,7-dimethyl-3H-xanthen-9-yl͒benzoate hydrochloride͒ using the vaportransportation method; [18] [19] [20] then, a nanometer scale marker was formed on the film using lithography. In order to verify the utility of the fabricated scale marker, we calibrated the real optical performance of a fluorescence microscope with nanometer accuracy.
II. CONCEPT AND FABRICATION

A. Design of scale marker
The designed scale marker, shown in Fig. 1 , consists of 100-m-length line groups with several lines and spaces, which are formed by electron-beam lithography. If this pattern is formed on a fluorescent film by lithography, the line is dark, while the space between the lines is fluorescent. The fluorescence image of the scale marker corresponds to the CTF given by the microscope. Of course, the scale marker also enables us to evaluate the real resolution and magnification of a fluorescence microscope. As shown in Fig. 1 , the minimum line and space is 50 nm, which is much smaller than the diffraction limits of optical microscopes. This means that the pattern has sufficient spatial resolution to evaluate microscopes.
There are two problems in fabricating this type of fluorescent scale marker with a nanoscale. One is the accuracy of the lithography. To maintain accuracy, we have applied a high-resolution electron-beam lithography technique that achieves an accuracy of 2 nm in a photoresist-type fabrication process. 21 Another is the intensity of the fluorescence. Strong fluorescence from the scale marker is required to obtain a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. On the other hand, the layer of fluorescence emission in the scale marker must be much thinner than the resolution of the microscope. If the layer is thick, the fluorescence from the defocused area before and after the focal point makes the fluorescence image blurry ͑defocus error͒. Consequently, the fluorescent intensity of the scale marker becomes weak, because the expected thickness necessary to avoid a defocus-type error is 100 nm. We have overcome this problem by the highly dense doping of dye molecules into a thin film using a novel dry dye method, which is described in the next section ͑vapor-transportation method [18] [19] [20] ͒.
B. Fabrication of fluorescent scale marker
A 100-nm-thick PMMA layer was formed by spin coating on a Si wafer. 22 We used a polished silicon wafer for the base plate with a roughness smaller than / 10, because a roughness larger than / 4 would cause a serious wave aberration on the focal plane, and would prevent a correct evaluation of the optical image properties. Rhodamine 6G was chosen as the dye. It has a maximum fluorescence emission band at a wavelength of 560 nm, 23 and is a very popular probe molecule in biology.
To dye PMMA film, we sealed up the wafer ͑10 ϫ 10 mm chip͒ with a small amount of Rhodamine 6G grain ͑2 mg͒ in a glass ampoule after being evacuated ͑see Fig.  2͒ . [15] [16] [17] The ampoule was kept at 150°C for 24 h by an electric furnace. Under this condition, the concentration of the Rhodamine 6G molecule in the PMMA was about 0.5 wt. %, which was five times as dense as a film made by a dipping method ͑typically 0.1 wt. %͒. Since the saturated concentration of Rhodamine 6G in a chlorobenzene is about 1 ϫ 10 −4 mol/ l, it is difficult to increase the concentration of Rhodamine 6G in the PMMA matrix using a dipping method. After dying the PMMA layer, an electron beam was exposed onto the layer in order to form the scale pattern in Fig. 1 ͑CABL-9000TF , CRESTEC͒. The exposing condition is given in Table I . Since we used a silicon wafer as a substrate, the PMMA layer, the designed scale marker could be correctly described on the layer without any worrisome chargeup. After removing the exposed areas of the layer by the resist development process, we obtained a nanometer marker for fluorescence microscopy.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Topological evaluation
To evaluate the fabricated scale marker, we measured its figure accuracy by topological measurements. A bird's-eye photograph taken by scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒ ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒ indicates that the line and the space of the line groups gradually change from 5 m to 50 nm. Expanded SEM images of scale markers of 500, 250, 100, and 50 nm lines and the spaces are shown in Figs. 3͑b͒-3͑e͒ , respectively. The patterns were quantitatively well fabricated down to 100 nm. Even at a 50 nm marker, the alignment of the line pattern still held. Figure 3͑f͒ shows a cross-sectional profile of the scale marker given by transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒. When a photograph of the profile was taken, a 200-nm-thick Cr layer was coated on the PMMA layer, and then the Cr-coated PMMA layer was sliced by Ar-ion beam etching. Since the etching rate for PMMA is much faster than that for Si and Cr, only the PMMA layer was completely removed after etching. The bright areas in Fig. 3͑f͒ correspond to the PMMA layers, and it was confirmed that a desired rectangle pattern was formed for a line group with a 250 nm line and space. This means that no Rhodamine 6G molecule exists in a groove of the PMMA layer. Since the spatial resolution of optical microscopes is 200 nm, at best, it is concluded that we succeeded in producing a scale marker finer than the optical diffraction limits. The fabricated scale marker can be applied to evaluating microscopes with various magnifications.
B. Evaluation of the fluorescence and the image properties of microscopy
Prior to evaluating the image property, the fluorescence spectrum was measured. The fluorescence spectrum of Rhodamine 6G in the scale marker using a spectrometer ͑Hi-tachi MPF-4͒ with 500 nm excitation wavelength is shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . The obtained intensity peak of the fluorescence light at a wavelength of 540 nm was fairly consistent with the reported value ͑about 545 nm in a PMMA matrix͒. 24 To show the practicality of the fabricated scale marker, we evaluated a commercially used fluorescence microscope system ͑Olympus Co., Ltd.: BX51͒ with an objective lens having a numerical aperture of 0.9 ͑Olympus: MPlanApo 60x͒. Since a CCD camera ͑Nippon Roper Co., Ltd.: Roper Scientific Cool-SNAP cf͒ was attached to the microscope, a fluorescence image of the scale marker could be stored in a frame memory of a personal computer. Assuming the wavelength of the fluorescence light to be 560 nm, Rayleigh's diffraction limit given by the objective lens became 380 nm. Figure 4͑b͒ shows the obtained fluorescence images; it was found that the 500 nm line-and-space were clearly resolved, but the 250 nm line-and-space were not. This is reasonable because the microscope cannot resolve a 250 nm line-andspace, which is finer than the diffraction limit. Thus, the microscope has a two-point spatial resolution of better than 500 nm, at least. Figure 4͑c͒ is the measured cross-sectional profile of the 500 nm line-and-space pattern ͑solid line͒. Considering the amplitude of the profile, it is found that CTF, i.e., contrast, is 50%.
To quantitatively investigate the image properties, we analyzed the image using diffraction theory. A theoretical   FIG. 2 . Schematics of the dry dye method using the vapor-transport method. A polished 10ϫ 10 mm square chip of a Si wafer with a 100-nm-thick PMMA layer made by spin coating was loaded with 2 mg Rhodamine 6G grain in a glass tube with a diameter of 15 mm. After being evacuated to lower than 4 ϫ 10 −2 Pa, an ampoule was formed by a burner. The ampoule was then kept at 150°C for 24 h using an electric furnace. fluorescence image ͓I͑x , y͔͒ on the x-y focal plane is given by the convolution of a scale pattern ͓F͑x , y͔͒ and an apparatus function, i.e., the point-spread function ͓h͑x , y͔͒ is I͑x,y͒ = / F͑x − ,y − ͒h͑,͒dd.
͑1͒
Generally, ordinary optical systems have a point-spread function given by the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern with a circular pupil,
where J 1 ͑u͒ is a first-order Bessel function, and and NA represent the wavelength of the fluorescence light and the numerical aperture of the objective lens, respectively. A cross-sectional profile of I͑x , y͒ corresponds to CTF. In Fig.   4͑c͒ , we compare the calculated cross-sectional profile of the 500 nm line-and-space pattern ͑dashed line͒ with the measured one ͑solid line͒. The calculated profile given by h͑x , y͒ with 480 nm full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ well reproduces the measured one. This means that the spatial resolution of the fluorescence microscope system is worse than the diffraction-limited resolution, i.e., 380 nm. This discrepancy is due to the aberration of the objective lens, the optical alignment error of the system, the spatial resolution of the CCD camera, and so on. This means that the real PSF of the system has 480 nm FWHM. The described investigation indicates that we have quantitatively determined the optical properties of a fluorescence microscope. We believe that our scale marker will play an important role as a scale standard for fluorescence microscopy. In recent years, microscopy has rushed into the age of nanotechnology, where novel microscopy has emerged. We expect that this fluorescent scale marker will provide a definite standard not only in biological microscopes, but also in wide areas of research that need an exact standard scale, such as nanophotonics. 25 
